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How familiar are you with ASU 2018-08: Clarifying the 

Scope and Accounting Guidance for Contributions 

Received and Contributions Made:

A. I understand the ASU and am seeking further 

clarification through this webinar

B. I have only read summaries of the ASU 

C. I have not read the ASU

D. I have not heard of the ASU

E. Not sure
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❑ ASU 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers

❑ Heightened awareness of the need to improve and clarify existing 

revenue recognition guidance and raised question as to whether 

grants and contracts are in scope of guidance.

❑ Diversity (and some confusion) in practice with:

❑ Government/private grants and contracts – are these 

contributions or exchange transactions?

❑ Contributions – are contributions conditional or unconditional?

❑ ASC 606: Revenue Recognition:

❑ Contributions are excluded.

❑ Government/private grants and contracts – included or excluded?
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❑ Applies to all entities (NFPs and business entities) that receive or make 

contributions unless otherwise noted. 
❑ Same scope as FAS 116, Accounting for Contributions Received and 

Contributions Made.

❑ Excludes transfers of assets from the government to business entities.

❑ Applies to both contributions received by a recipient and 

contributions made by a resource provider.  
❑ The intent is simply that both apply the same guidance; the entities do not 

need to track each other’s accounting to achieve the same reporting 

results.

❑ The term used in the presentation of financial statements to label 

revenue (ex. contribution, grant, donation) is not a factor for 

determining whether an agreement is within the scope of the 

guidance.  
❑ Recipients/grant makers don’t have to change the term “grant” to 

contribution.
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Unrestricted
Temporarily 

Restricted

Permanently 

Restricted

With donor restrictions*Element Name
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YES:  If both parties receive value, including the 

resource provider transferring the assets, it is an 

exchange transaction following Rev Rec (ASC 

606)
❑Societal benefit/indirect public benefit – even if it 

furthers the resource provider’s charitable mission is not 

commensurate reciprocal value.

❑**The type of resource provider should not override the 

substance of the transaction.

❑In an exchange transaction there needs to be 

an exclusivity right for the resource provider.

NO: Considered a non-exchange transaction or 

contribution and follows ASC 958-605
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❑ Some transactions will require more judgment to determine 
whether the  transaction is a third-party payment on behalf 
of an identified customer or a  contribution restricted for 
groups of beneficiaries with eligibility criteria

❑ Examples
❑ University receives a third party-funded scholarship as payment for 

an enrolled student’s  tuition and fees.

❑ University receives funding from the U.S. Department of Education’s 

Federal Work Study  Program, in order to pay eligible students who 

are employed on campus.

❑ College receives funding from a donor to award scholarships to 

accounting majors who  are from a specific state.
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Unrestricted
Temporarily 

Restricted

Permanently 

Restricted

With donor restrictions*Element Name
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Recognize revenue when condition is met; recognize as 

liability if cash is received in advance.

YES - Conditional Contribution NO – Unconditional Promise to Give

Recognize revenue immediately (when gift is received)

❑ Unconditional and restricted as to timing or purpose –

“with donor restriction”

❑ Unconditional without restriction – “without donor 

restriction”
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❑ 1.  Barriers to Overcome to be Entitled to Resources

1. Inclusion of a measurable performance barrier (e.g., help a specific number of 

beneficiaries or produce a certain # of units, expand facility by a certain sq 

footage; matching/outside event).  **Likelihood of meeting minimums not 

considered.

2. Limited discretion over how the resources are spent (e.g., a requirement to 

follow specific guidelines about incurring qualifying expenses such as hiring 

specific individuals/specific building requirements).

3. NFP is required to overcome a barrier or stipulation/specified protocol that must 

be followed related to the primary purpose of the agreement (NOTE:  This 

excludes trivial or administrative requirements).

❑ 2.  Right of Return by Recipient/Right of Release of Obligation by Promisor
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❑ Excludes trivial or administrative stipulations, including 

subjective termination clauses/ “material adverse changes”.

The foundation may modify, suspend, or discontinue any payment of 

grant funds or terminate this Agreement if the foundation is not 

reasonably satisfied with your progress on the project. Any grant funds 

that have not been used for the project upon expiration or termination of 

this Agreement must be returned promptly to the foundation.

❑ Examples of being related/unrelated to the purpose:
❑ A report conveying the research findings on a grant for basic 

research.  YES – BARRIER

❑ A report indicating how grant moneys have been spent (for 

example, in the grant from the Corporate Foundation to NFP E for 

research on gluten-related allergies).  NO – ADMINISTRATIVE

❑ A requirement for a single audit – NO - ADMINISTRATIVE
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❑ Donor-Imposed Condition (revised Master Glossary

definition):
A donor stipulation (donors include other types of contributors, including makers of 

certain  grants) that represents a barrier that must be overcome before the recipient is 

entitled to the  assets transferred or promised. Failure to overcome the barrier gives the 

contributor a right  of return of the assets it has transferred or gives the promisor a right of 

release from its  obligation to transfer its assets.

❑ The agreement need not use those exact words, and the 

right may be  communicated in another document 

referenced by the agreement. e.g., Federal cost circulars; a foundation’s 

standard terms and conditions
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❑ “Payments are subject to your compliance with this Agreement, 

including your  achievement of the milestones required under this

Agreement.”

❑ “Please note that a condition has been placed on a portion of this 

grant as stated  in the Grant Agreement. Once this grant condition 

has been met and before  payment of conditional funds can be 

made, we require that the document  entitled Conditions Met Report 

be completed and submitted to the Foundation’s  before, if possible, 

but no later than two weeks after the stated conditional  deadline. 

When you have met the conditions of the grant and there is an actual  

need for these funds, please complete and submit the Progress Report 

found on  the Foundation’s website.”
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•“Funds awarded under this Agreement shall be used solely to 

reimburse the  Organization for expenses incurred expressly and 

solely in accordance with the  Project Budget and the Scope of

Work. The Foundation shall reimburse the  Organization for its 

actual and authorized expenditures incurred in satisfactorily  

completing the Scope of Work and otherwise fulfilling all 

requirements specified  in this contract in an aggregate amount 

not to exceed $100,000.00.”
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❑ University D is awarded a grant from the federal government.

❑ The agreement requires University D to:
❑ Follow rules and regs established by the OMB

❑ Incur certain expenses (or costs) in compliance with rules and regulations 

established by the OMB and federal awarding agency

❑ Obtain an annual audit in accordance with OMB

❑ Submit a summary of research findings to the federal government

❑ Any unused assets are forfeited, and any unallowed costs that have 

been drawn down by University D are required to be refunded

❑ University D retains the rights to the findings.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If nonexchange, is it 

conditional or unconditional?
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❑ University D concludes that this is a nonexchange 

transaction (nonreciprocal).  

❑ Explanation:
❑ Commensurate value is not being exchanged between the 

two parties.

❑ University D retains all rights to the research and findings and 

received the primary benefit of the findings.

❑ The federal government’s benefit is considered indirect 

because the research and findings serve the general public
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❑University D determines that it should account for this 

grant as conditional.

❑Explanation:
❑ The grant agreement limits University D’s discretion as a result 

of the specific requirements on how the assets may be spent 

(qualifying expenses)

❑ There is a right of return and release

❑ The audit requirement is not a barrier to entitlement because 

it is not related to the purpose of the agreement.
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❑ NFP B is a hospital that has a research program.  NFP B receives a 

$300,000 grant from a federal awarding agency to fund thyroid cancer 

research.

❑ The terms of the grant specify that NFP B must incur certain qualifying 

expenses (or costs) in compliance with the rules and regulations established by 

the OMB and federal awarding agency.

❑ The grant is paid on a cost-reimbursement basis by NFP B initiating 

drawdowns of the grant assets.

❑ Any unused assets are forfeited, and any unallowed costs that have 

been drawn down by NFP B are required to be refunded.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If nonexchange, is it 

conditional or unconditional?  When is revenue recorded?
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❑ NFP B determines that the grant is non-exchange, 

conditional.

❑ Explanation (Non-exchange):
❑ Commensurate value is not being exchanged between the 

two parties.
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❑ Explanation (Conditional):
❑ The grant agreement limits NFP B’s discretion as a result of the 

specific requirements on how NFP B may spend the assets 

(including certain qualifying expenses in accordance with the OMB 

rules and regulations).

❑ The requirement to spend the assets on qualifying expenses is a 

barrier to entitlement because this requirement limits NFP B’s 

discretion about how to use the assets, and the assets would need 

to be spent on specific items on the basis of the requirements of the 

agreement (for example, adherence to cost principles) before NFP 

B is entitled to the assets.  This is in contrast to a restriction that 

typically places limits only on a specific activity that is being 

funded.

❑ The grant includes a release from the promisor’s obligation for 

unused assets.
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❑ NFP B records revenue during the grant period when the 

barriers have been overcome as it incurs qualifying 

expenses.

❑ Note that the likelihood of incurring qualifying expenses is 

not a consideration when assessing whether the 

contribution is deemed conditional.
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❑ NFP C receives funding from the local government to perform 

a research study on the benefits of a longer school year.

❑ The agreement requires NFP C to:
❑ Plan the study

❑ Perform the research

❑ Summarize and submit the research to the local government

❑ The local government retains all rights to the study.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If nonexchange, 

is it conditional or unconditional?
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❑NFP C concludes this is an exchange (reciprocal) 

transaction.

❑Explanation:
❑ Commensurate value is exchanged between the two 

parties

❑ The local government retains the rights to the study
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❑ NFP B receives a grant from a private foundation for funding in the 

amount of $400,000 to provide specific career training to disabled 

veterans.

❑ The grant requires NFP B to provide training to at least 8,000 

disabled veterans during the next fiscal year, with specific minimum 

targets that must be met each quarter.

❑ There is a right of release from the obligation in the agreement.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If 

nonexchange, is it conditional or unconditional?
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Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange? If it is 

nonexchange, is it conditional or unconditional?

A. Exchange transaction

B. Nonexchange, conditional transaction

C. Nonexchange, unconditional transaction

D. I don’t know
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❑NFP B determines that it should account for this grant 

as non-exchange and conditional.

❑Explanation:
❑ The foundation does not receive commensurate value in 

return

❑ The agreement contains a right of release from obligation

❑ The foundation requires NFP B to achieve a specific level of 

service that would be considered a measurable 

performance-related barrier
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❑NFP E is a public charity that works with gluten-related allergies as 

part of its overall mission.  It applies for and receives a $100,000 grant 

from a corporate foundation to perform research on gluten-related 

allergies over the next year.

❑ The grant agreement includes:
❑ A right of return.

❑ A statement that approval must be obtained from the corporate foundation 

for any significant deviations in spending from the general budget

❑ A requirement that at the end of the grant period a report must be filed with 

the corporate foundation that explains how the assets are spent.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If nonexchange, 

is it conditional or unconditional?
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❑ NFP E determines that the grant is nonexchange and 

unconditional.

❑ Explanation:
❑ The corporate foundation is not receiving commensurate value for the 

$100,000 transferred.

❑ The general budget included in the grant proposal is not a barrier to 

entitlement because adherence to a general budget allows for broad 

discretion.

❑ There are no additional requirements in the agreement that would 

indicate a barrier exists

❑ The reporting requirement is administrative and not related to the 

purpose of the agreement.

❑ The grant is donor-restricted revenue because working on 

gluten-related allergies is more narrow than NFP E’s overall mission.
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❑ University G receives a multi-year pledge from a wealthy individual 

to build a new “green” building on a college campus.  The pledge 

is for $20 million payable over 3 years.
❑ $7 million is payable up front on July 1, 2018 with no associated 

conditions.

❑ A second payment of $6MM is entitled and payable on July 1, 2019 

upon evidence that the land was cleared, an architectural design was 

received, and proper building permits were obtained.

❑ A third payment of $7MM is entitled and payable upon receipt of a 

certificate of occupancy.

Is this transaction exchange or nonexchange?  If nonexchange, is it 

conditional or unconditional?
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❑ University G determines that it should account for this transaction as 

nonexchange and bifurcates the total pledge.  $7 million is 

unconditional, and $13 million is conditional.

❑ Explanation:
❑ The wealthy individual is not receiving commensurate value for the 

$20MM transferred

❑ University G will receive $7MM without have to satisfy any conditions

❑ University G will not be entitled to or receive either of the remaining $13 

million in payments unless it overcomes their respective performance 

barriers, demonstrating the wealthy individual’s right of release from 

obligation if the barriers are not met
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❑ University F has a museum that is affiliated with its well-known art 

department.  University F receives a $1 million multi-year grant from 

a corporate foundation to  be used for a new wing on the existing 

museum building.

❑ The agreement includes specific building requirements, including square 

footage and that the  new wing must be environmentally friendly with 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental  Design (LEED) certification.

❑ The first installment of the grant will not be paid until University F submits 

architectural  designs that meet the building requirements.

❑ Additional installments of the grant will be paid in specified increments upon 

meeting specific  requirements of the grant agreement. If the building is not 

built in compliance with the grant  agreement, the grantor is released from its 

obligation to make installment payments.

Is this promise conditional or unconditional? When would University F

recognize revenue?
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❑University F determines that this agreement is conditional.

❑ University F is not entitled to the assets until milestones are met (for example, an 

architectural  plan including square footage and LEED certification).

❑ The agreement includes a release of the resource provider’s obligation to 

transfer assets if the  stipulations are not met.

❑ The likelihood of meeting a milestone is not a consideration when assessing 

whether the  contribution is conditional.

❑University F recognizes revenue as the milestones are met.
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❑NFP H is a recreational organization that provides various sports 

programs to children that live in the community.  NFP H receives an 

upfront grant in the amount of $40,000 from a foundation to be used 

toward its tennis program.
❑ Consistent with grant proposal, grant awarded includes stipulations 

about how NFP H should use the assets (for example, to hire 10 tennis 

instructors or provide a 9 week summer camp).

❑ Grant does not specify that NFP H’s entitlement to the $40,000 is 

dependent on meeting any of the stipulations in the agreement as 

long as the funds are used toward the tennis program.

❑ The grant contains a right for return for funds not spent on the tennis 

program.

Is this grant conditional or unconditional?
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❑ NFP H determines that this grant is unconditional.
❑ The grant does not contain a barrier to overcome to be entitled 

to the transferred assets.

❑ While the grant agreement contains stipulations for how NFP H 

could spend the $40,000, the agreement does not specify that 

entitlement to the transferred assets is dependent upon meeting 

any of the stipulations.

❑ Because the stipulations in the grant agreement were not 

required to be met to be entitled to the funding, the agreement 

does not contain a barrier to overcome.
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❑ Student L is enrolled at University A.

❑ Student L’s total tuition charged for the semester is 

$30,000.

❑ Student L has received a Pell Grant in the amount of 

$2,000 to use toward the tuition fee, which is paid 

directly by the grantor to University A.

How does the University account for the $2,000 Pell Grant 

received from the grantor on behalf of the student?
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❑ The University accounts for the Pell Grant as a third-party 

payment on behalf of an identified customer to an existing 

exchange transaction.
❑ The grant was awarded to Student L, not University A.

❑ University A has entered into an exchange transaction with 

Student L and accounts for the $30,000 of tuition revenue.

❑ The $2,000 grant does not create additional revenue but, rather, 

serves as a partial payment against the $30,000 due to University 

A.

❑ Student L is an identified customer of University A who is 

receiving the benefit from the grant transaction.
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❑ Patient R is a patient at Hospital B.

❑ The total amount due for services rendered to Patient 

R is $10,000.

❑ Patient R has Medicare, and it covers $8,000 of the 

services, which is paid directly by the government to 

Hospital B.

❑ Hospital B bills Patient R for $2,000.

How does the Hospital account for the $8,000 Medicare 

payment?
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❑ Hospital B accounts for the Medicare payment as a third-

party payment on behalf of an identified customer to an 

existing exchange transaction.
❑ Medicare is a form of insurance, covering Patient R.

❑ Hospital B has entered into an exchange transaction with Patient 

R and accounts for the $10,000 of patient service revenue.

❑ The $8,000 does not create additional revenue but, rather, 

services as a partial payment against the $10,000 due to 

Hospital B.

❑ Patient R is an identified customer of Hospital B who is receiving 

the benefit from the Medicare payment.
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It may be difficult to determine whether donor stipulations are 

conditions or restrictions if it does not clearly state whether 

both:

▪One or more barriers exist

▪The right to receive or retain payment or delivery of the promised 

assets depend on meeting those barriers.

In cases of ambiguous donor stipulations, a contribution 

containing stipulations that are not clearly unconditional shall 

be presumed to be a conditional contribution.
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Entrepreneurial 
activities differ 
substantially

Government 
Agencies:

Most are non-
exchange, 
conditional

Individual/
Corporation:

Mostly no right of 
return due to tax 

deductions by donor, 
nonexchange, 
unconditional

Foundations:
Mixed barriers to 

entitlement vs best 
efforts
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❑ Current GAAP:  NFPs can recognize a restricted contribution 

directly in net assets without donor restrictions (formerly, 

“unrestricted net assets”) if the restriction is met in the same 

period that the revenue is recognized provided that the NFP 

has a similar policy for reporting investment gains and income.

❑ASU 2018-08:  
❑ Election can now be made for all restricted contributions 

initially classified as conditional without having to elect it 

for all other restricted contributions and investment returns.
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❑ University I runs an on-campus child care center for the children of its students while 

they are  attending class. The University as a fiscal year end of 6/30.

❑ University I is awarded a matching grant of $100,000 on 6/1/2018 to be used 

specifically towards  the construction of a playroom.
❑ The agreement indicates that for University I to be entitled to and receive the assets, the University  must 

raise an additional $100,000 of funding from other sources. University I will receive payment on  the grant 

when the 1:1 match is met.

❑ University I’s progress on the grant is as follows:

6/1 9/15 4/1

7/1/18 6/30/19
FY 2019

(University’s Fiscal Year)

Grant date
Match Requirement 

Met

Completion of

Playroom

❑ University I has elected the simultaneous release option only for those restricted 

amounts that were initially conditional.  Does this grant qualify for that “bucket”?
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❑ University I determines that the grant does qualify for that bucket.

❑ Prior to the match being met, the grant was a conditional contribution.

❑ Once the grant becomes unconditional (when the matching requirement is 

met), University I recognizes the revenue as donor-restricted because the 

purpose of the grant is narrower than University I’s overall mission.

❑ The restriction is met (by completing the playroom) in the same period in which 

the revenue  was recognized.

❑ Note that the grant award date is not what is relevant here. What is relevant

is the date on which the revenue was recognized – i.e., the date on which 

the condition was met.
6/1 9/15 4/1
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Recipients of unconditional promises to give shall disclose the following:
• The amounts of promises receivable in less than one years, in one to five years, and in 

more than five years
• The amount of the allowance for uncollectible promises receivable
• The discount that arises if measuring a promise to give at present value, if that 

discount is not separately disclosed by reporting it as a deductions from contributions 
receivable on the face of a statement of financial position pursuant to paragraph 958-
310-45-1.

Recipients of conditional promises to give shall disclose both of the following:
• The total of the amounts promised
• A description and amount for each group of promises having similar characteristics, 

such as amounts of promises conditioned on establishing new programs, completing a 
new building, and raising matching gifts by a specified date.
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958-450-20-50 In conformity with Section 450-20-50, the notes to financial statements 
may have to include information about loss contingencies.

958-405-50-1 In addition to disclosures required by Section 450-20-50, the notes to 
financial statements shall include a schedule of unconditional promises to give that 
shows the total amount separated into amounts payable in each of the next five years, 
the aggregate amount due in more than five years, and for unconditional promises to 
give that are reported using present value techniques, the unamortized discount.

720-25-25-1 This Subtopic does not require disclosures for makers of promises and 
indications of intentions to give because Topics 450 and 470 provide the relevant 
standards.
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Public Company/NFP PBE*

❑ Annual reporting periods 
beginning after June 15, 
2018
❑ FYE 6/30/19

❑ CYE 12/31/19

❑ Early adoption is permitted

Non-Public

❑ Annual reporting periods 
beginning after December 
15, 2018
❑ CYE 12/31/19

❑ FYE 6/30/20

❑ Early adoption is permitted

* NFP that has issued, or is a conduit bond obligor for, securities that 
are traded, listed, or quoted on exchange or an over-the-counter 
market.
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Public Company/NFP PBE*

❑ Annual reporting periods 
beginning after December 
31, 2018
❑ CYE 12/31/19

❑ FYE 6/30/20

❑ Early adoption is permitted

Non-Public

❑ Annual reporting periods 
beginning after December 
15, 2019
❑ CYE 12/31/20

❑ FYE 6/30/21

❑ Early adoption is permitted

* NFP that has issued, or is a conduit bond obligor for, securities that 
are traded, listed, or quoted on exchange or an over-the-counter 
market.
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Resource providers have been given an additional year for 

implementation, because the ASU for them concerns expense 

recognition, rather than revenue recognition.
1

2

3

4

Some NFPs are both grant recipients and grant makers.

Those NFPs will need to determine whether such a staggered implementation 

for them could lead to nonintuitive/misleading net financial results, especially 

to the extent that specific grants made are linked to specific grants received.

If so, it may be beneficial to accelerate the implementation of the ASU 

for their grants made, to coincide with implementation for their grants 

received.
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❑ Modified Prospective

Apply to all agreements:
❑ Existing at the effective date (only apply to the portion of existing agreements 

not previously recognized).

❑ Entered into after the effective date.

❑ No restatement of prior amounts recognized.

❑ Retrospective Application Permitted.
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❑ University implements new ASU for FY ending 6/30/2019

❑ 3-year grant awarded on 7/1/2017; payments are $100K/year during 

FY 2018,  2019, and 2020

❑ Accounting prior to ASU implementation –
❑ University treated grant as an unconditional contribution; all revenue was 

recognized on  7/1/2017 (FY 2018)

❑ Accounting in year of implementation and future –
❑ Grant is a “completed agreement” and so no changes to revenue that was 

previously  recognized

❑ FY 2019 & 2020 – continue releasing net assets from restriction
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❑ University implements new ASU for FY ending 6/30/2019

❑ 5-year grant awarded on 7/1/2017; payments are $50K/year 

each year for FY 2018  through 2022

❑ Accounting prior to ASU implementation –
❑ University accounted for grant as an exchange transaction; revenue was 

recognized as billed  ($50K total through end of FY 2018)

❑ Accounting in year of implementation and future –
❑ Not a completed agreement (still have more revenue to recognize)

❑ University determines grant is a conditional contribution
❑ FY 2019 - 2022 – recognize remaining revenue as conditions are met
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❑ University implements new ASU for FY ending 6/30/2019

❑ 3-year grant awarded on 7/1/2017; payments are $150K/year 

during FY 2018, 2019 and 2020

❑ Accounting prior to ASU implementation –
❑ University accounted for grant as a conditional promise; revenue was recognized 

as conditions met  ($150K total through end of FY 2018)

❑ Accounting in year of implementation and future –
❑ Not a completed agreement (still have more revenue to recognize)

❑ University determines grant is an unconditional contribution
❑ FY 2019 – recognize donor-restricted revenue for remaining $300K

❑ FY 2019 & 2020 – release donor-restricted net assets as restrictions are met
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How will revenue recognition under ASU No. 2014-09, 

Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) 

impact your organization?

A. No impact. All of our revenue is nonexchange and 

falls under ASU 2018-08.

B. Little impact. Most of our revenue is nonexchange 

and falls under ASU 2018-08

C. I don’t know. I am familiar with 606 but have not 

assessed its impact on our organization.

D. I don’t know. I am unfamiliar with 606.
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Questions?


